ENCYCLOPEDIAS
A good encyclopedia, 01 collection of encyclopedias, forms the backbone of
much of the reference work in any library Such books should be selected with
great care and used intelligently, \vith full undeistanding on the part of the refer-
ence assistants of the iclative merits and defects of the different \\orks The mak-
ing of an authoritative encyclopedia is a very expensive undertaking, calling for
heavy outlay for experienced writers, good editorial planning and oversight, and
accurate punting and pi oof leading Such \\ork can not be done cheaph, and
reputable publishers recognize this fact and spend what is necessary to produce an
authoritative, well-edited work As the immediate profits from cheap work are
laiger, however, and as the ordinary buyer often does not discriminate between
good and poor encyclopedias, unscrupulous publishers will sometimes utilize cheap
hack writers or repnnt, with only slight changes, out-of-date material and thus
produce encyclopedias which are made only to sell, and which, from the point of
view of any leal authority, aie nearly worthless though perhaps costing the library
almost as much as the really good works An enc>clopedia should never be pur-
chased without a full knowledge of its character and examination of the book
itself If the librarian does not have the requisite knowledge, purchase should be
defened until the book has been examined and reviewed by an expert, otherwise
hbraiy money may be wasted If the library can possibly afford the initial out-
lay, a good expensive encyclopedia may be the cheapest in the long run, but if
this cannot possibly be afforded, it is better to buy a second-hand copy of the next
to the last edition of a thoioughly good work than to buy a cheap new encyclo-
pedia, of the hack-work or commercial type An encyclopedia that was once good
is never entnely superseded, and this fact should be taken into account if the
publisher of a new work or new edition offers to allow a discount on the new edi-
tion for the retuin of the old The small library may be justified in giving up its
old edition, but the large library which does much reference work should keep one
copy of such older works, which will often be useful Older encyclopedias are
helpful (1) m supplying information as to the condition or view of a given sub-
ject, art, or science at the date when the book was compiled, and (2) In supplying
minor biographical and other articles omitted from the later edition to make space
for other material
The three cardinal points which decide the standing of an encyclopedia are *
1. Authority of its information, including
Accuracy
Completeness
Up-to-dateness
 2	Extent to which the work sends the reader on to other sources of informa-
tion, i e, its bibliographies
 3	Mechanical arrangement and format
This should be such that any information included can be found by the ordi-
narily careful reader
To test an encyclopedia on these three points note the following-
 1)	Publisher—is he well known, reputable and experienced, or entirely unknown ?
 2)	Date—not of publication, but of original copyright.  Are all volumes of the
same date?
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